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Rafael needs to protect his toys.
Hiding isn’t enough anymore.



Essie always finds him.

CRASH!CRASH!



“Again, Essie?”

CRASH!CRASH!



Rafael needs a new strategy.
Un muro. A wall.



When Papi takes Essie for her 
siesta, Rafael looks for the 
perfect place to build.

Wide enough and tall 
enough to keep Essie out.



Then he gets to work. He looks for 
items he can stack like blocks.

He collects a packing box, 



a shoebox,

and a puzzle box.

¿Qué?



Rafael starts building.
The packing box is tall and wide.
He pushes it into place.

The puzzle box is tall too, if he 
balances it on its skinny side.



Ay no.

Turning it is a good start. 
But Essie could still walk right 
through the gap!

Too skinny.

The shoebox stays up. 
But it’s not very tall. 
Hmm. It is wide . . .

Bien.



Rafael needs more boxes.
He finds a cereal box and 
a box of tissues.



He picks up a cooler, 
two file bins, and a roll 
of toilet paper.

¡Oye!¡Oye!



Rafael looks to see what will fill the gap.
The cooler isn’t wide enough.

Maybe if he 
turns it . . . 



Hmm . . .

Ay no.

He turns the shoebox.  
It slips right in. But the 
wall isn’t high enough to 
keep Essie out.

Too wide.



Rafael tops the cooler with the tissues 
and stacks a file bin next to it.

The bin is too short on one side.

The toilet paper could fill  
the space and also make a  
nice peephole.



¡AY!¡AY!



¡NO!

THUNK

Rafael turns the roll upright.

He turns the bin.



He swaps the bin for a cereal box.
Bien, it stays put! But still not done.

Essie starts fussing. 
Rafael hears Papi going to get her.



Rafael has to finish his wall pronto!

He lines the bins up side by side.
He props the puzzle box beside them, 
but there’s still a gap.



Nothing works!

Rafael hears feet pattering 
down the hallway.

He turns the bins in 
different ways.



Quick!
Rafael turns one bin over. It fits on the other bin. 

All it needs is a 
tower. With a flag. 

The bins can fill the space  
together after all!
Perfecto! El muro is complete!



Now Rafael is ready for Essie.
He peeks over the structure as Essie 
barges in, toddles over, and . . .



CRAS H !

CRAS H !



CRAS H !

CRAS H ! “Again, Essie?”



She knocks it down.

Essie giggles. 

“Again!”

She picks up the cereal 
box and puts it back on 
the cooler.



Rafael thinks of a new strategy.

“Again!”“Again!”

Rafael gets it now! Essie 
just wants to play with him.



“Mira. Look. I’ll show you how.”

When the new wall is ready, 
they know just what to do.



CRASH!CRASH!
“Again, Essie!”



Ay
(aye)

Oh; whoa

Bien 
(byehn)

Good

Siesta
(SYES-tah)

Nap

AAuthor’s uthor’s NNote and ote and GGlossarylossary
Rafael and Essie are Chicanx (Mexican American) and speak some Spanish. In parts of the 
United States, Spanish has been spoken continuously for more than four hundred years. In fact, 
much of what is now the United States was once Mexico. A war between the countries ended 
with the creation of a new border.

Every country has borders, and some borders are enforced with walls. Sometimes walls can 
be useful: our homes protect us from the weather, and walls at a construction site keep us from 
danger. But walls aren’t always the best solution, as Rafael learns. Walls can block our view, 
stop us from going where we want to go, and even keep families separated. When do you think 
walls are useful? When are they a problem?

Mira
(MEE-rah)

Look

Muro
(MOO-roh)

Wall

Ay no 
(aye no)

Oh no

Oye
(OH-yeh)
Listen; hey

Papi
(PAH-pee)

Daddy

Pronto
(PRON-toh)

Soon

Qué
(keh)
What

Perfecto
(per-FEK-toh)

Perfect



Visit www.charlesbridge.com/storytellingmath for more activities.

 * Build!Build! Save up boxes, toilet paper tubes, and 
plastic containers. As children build with them, 
ask, “Why do boxes stack so well? Why are some 
shapes harder to build with?”

 * Invite children to imagine a wallInvite children to imagine a wall they could 
walk over or through. “Will it be low enough to 
step over? Will it include a big gap?” Talk through 
the design and then build.

 * Encourage children to predict the resultsEncourage children to predict the results of 
rotating an object. “What will happen if we turn 
this tall, thin box on its side? Do you think it will 
still be as tall?” Have children try it and see!

 * Compare and contrast two boxes. Compare and contrast two boxes. Ask children: 
“How are the shapes of these two boxes alike? How 
are they different?”

Try this!Try this!

As children build, encourage them to talk through their ideas. Building walls and taking 
them apart can be cooperative, creative, and mathematical!

EExploring the xploring the MMathath
Rafael decides to build a wall to keep Essie away from his toys. As he constructs his wall,  
he finds that size and shape matter: some items stack easily, some topple over, and some 
roll away. He also discovers ways to fit objects together with no gaps. He ends up with a 
wall that seems perfect, but Essie still finds a way in—and Rafael realizes that playing 
together is better after all.

As children build with objects of different sizes and shapes, they explore 3-D geometry 
and spatial relationships. They gain hands-on understanding of important concepts in 
math, science, and engineering.

—Teresa Lara-Meloy—Teresa Lara-Meloy
Senior Math Education Designer, TERC
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Rafael’ s little sister, Essie, 
just won’t leave him alone! To protect his 
toys, he decides to build a wall. He gathers 
boxes and bins of different sizes and shapes 
and figures out how to fit them together 
just right. But will his wall keep Essie out? 

Teresa Martínez is the illustrator of Mario and the Hole in 
the Sky: How a Chemist Saved Our Planet and many other books. She 
lives in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. www.teresa-mtz.com

Jenny Lacika grew up learning to work with her two brothers. 
She now lives with her husband and two kids in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
This is her first book. www.jennylacika.com

Measurement Geometry Sharing equallySpatial sense

US $6.99 / $8.99 CAN

Developed with Marlene Kliman 
at TERC under a grant from the 
Heising-Simons Foundation

Storytelling Math celebrates children using 
math in their daily adventures as they play, 
build, and discover the world around them. 
Joyful stories and hands-on activities make 
it easy for kids and their grown-ups to 
explore everyday math together.
www.charlesbridge.com/storytellingmath
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